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CLEANTEX BOOTCAMP IS LAUNCHED!

CURRENT STATUS OF THE PROJECT

The Cleantex Bootcamp is a very valuable

resource. It consists in both theoretical and

practical examples about how to

implement an alternative and dynamic

way of teaching. The theoretical part is a

proposal that focuses on some stages – and

how develop, adapt and implement it –

efficient and profitable course. It also provides

with some suggestions and advices to the

trainer.

The practical part is more oriented to the

textile sector and sustainability topics within

the industry.

The IO4, a Training Summer Course with

students where the educational materials the

partnership developed were tested.

Read the report here.

The IO3, the E-book. A compilation of good

practices examples eco-design and sustainability

of the textile industry. Download it here.
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It exposes the learnings extracted from its

implementation during the Cleantex

Summer School in Ljubljana in 2022 and the

final version document has been elaborated

including them.

At the end, the Bootcamp and its

instructions work as a guideline to

implement a any kind of Summer School

or intensive training.

The Cleantex Bootcamp is now freely available

in the Project’s website. Download it here.

During last months, Cleantex project has get the final (recta) and all its targeted outputs have been

elaborated and disseminated in the best possible way. Find below a brief recap of the work done:

An open Virtual Training Program about

circular economy and eco-design with focus

on the textile industry. Check it out here.

A Training Bootcamp guide with innovative 

teaching materials and methodologies focused 

on the textile sector. Download it here. 

https://cleantexproject.eu/download/2929/
https://cleantexproject.eu/download/2852/
https://cleantexproject.eu/download/2940/
https://cleantexproject.eu/mooc/
https://cleantexproject.eu/download/2940/
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CLEANTEX FINAL MEETING

PROJECT CONCLUSION

Last 12th January 2023 the Cleantex consortium

met physically, in their 6th and final meeting to

follow up the current advance of the project.

The event was held in Roubaix, France, and was

hosted by ENSAIT.

During the meeting, several topics were discussed.

The most relevant ones were the final versions

of the E-book, the Bootcamp and the review of

the Virtual Learning Platform. Also, some financial

and management aspects as well as some project

dissemination and quality guidelines. Now, the

consortium is focused on the conclusion of

some tasks.

After the meeting, partners had the

chance to visit ENSAIT facilities and labs.

Cleantex partners during their meeting in Roubaix

After more than two years of constant and rigorous work the Cleantex partners

have achieved successfully all the objectives once they set on themselves

with the aim to leave the European textile industry a little bit greener

than they found it. During this time, the partners not just collaborated together

but helped each one when needed, agreed the whole direction of the

project and created good connections that will work, for sure, to launch

new innovative projects in the future.

Despite its beginning was in the

middle of the COVID-19

pandemics, the consortium’s

resilience managed to go on

with all the tasks and

commitments and it is proved

not with the several outputs

generated and exposed above,

but for their quality and

coherence.

More information:

www.cleantexproject.eu

#CLEANTEXproject

https://cleantexproject.eu/2023/01/cleantex-partnership-holds-its-final-meeting-with-all-its-goals-achieved/
http://www.cleantexproject.eu/
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